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ABSTRACT One of the most efficient tools for modeling uncertainty in decision-making problems is the
neutrosophic set (NS) and its extensions, such as complex NS (CNS), interval NS (INS), and interval complex
NS (ICNS). Linguistic variables have been long recognized as a useful tool in decision-making problems
for solving the problem of crisp neutrosophic membership degree. In this paper, we aim to introduce new
concepts: single-valued linguistic complex neutrosophic set (SVLCNS-2) and interval linguistic complex
neutrosophic set (ILCNS-2) that are more applicable and adjustable to real-world implementation than those
of their previous counterparts. Some set-theoretic operations and the operational rules of SVLCNS-2 and
ILCNS-2 are designed. Then, gather classifications of the candidate versus criteria, gather the significance
weights, gather the weighted rankings of candidates versus criteria and a score function to arrange the
candidates are determined. New TOPSIS decision-making procedures in SVLCNS-2 and ICNS-2 are
presented and applied to lecturer selection in the case study of the University of Economics and Business,
Vietnam National University. The applications demonstrate the usefulness and efficiency of the proposal.
INDEX TERMS Lecturer selection, linguistic interval complex neutrosophic set, multi-criteria decisionmaking, neutrosophic set.
I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most efficient tools for demonstrating uncertainty
and vagueness in decision making is the NS [1] which is the
more generality of classical set, fuzzy set and intuitionistic
fuzzy set (IFS) by adding three grades of truth, falsehood,
and indeterminacy of a confirmed statement. It has been
employed in various decision making processes such as in
[2]–[8]. Yet, in order to adapt NS with more real complex cases, CNS and INS have been proposed accordingly.
Wang et al. [9] suggested the notion of INS which is described
by the degree of truth, falsehood and indeterminacy whose
values and standards are intervals rather than real numbers.
Ali and Smarandache [10] suggested the idiom CNS which
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is an expansion form of complex fuzzy set and complex IFS
to handle the unnecessary nature of ambiguity, incompleteness, indefiniteness and changeability in periodic data. These
extensions have been applied to decision making problems
successfully [7].
As an expansion to this trend, Ali et al. [11] have recently
proposed the notion of ICNS by fusing CNS and INS in a
homogeneous way. Therein, the authors defined some set
notional procedures of ICNS such as intersection, union
and complement, and afterwards the operational principles.
A decision-making transaction in ICNS was presented and
applied to green supplier selection [11]. It has been realized
from this research that ICNS with suitable ranking methods
generated from the score, accuracy and certainty functions
can handle the real decision cases that have not been solved
by the relevant works such as of Ye [12]. However, this
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research remains a problem: It is not simple to discover a crisp
neutrosophic membership degree (as in the Single-Valued
Neutrosophic Set (SVN)). In many real applications, we have
to deal with undecided and imprecise information in our
everyday life that could be represented by linguistic variables
instead of the crisp neutrosophic membership degree [13].
The idea of linguistic variables in decision making problems has been long recognized as a useful approach. Li,
Zhang and Wang [13] advanced two multi-criteria decisionmaking (MCDM) techniques in which the interrelationships
among individual data are considered under linguistic neutrosophic environments. Fang and Ye [14] gave the connotation
of a linguistic neutrosophic number which is categorized
independently by the truth, indeterminacy, and falsity linguistic variables for multiple attribute group decision-making.
Interval neutrosophic linguistic numbers (INLNs) has also
been defined by Ma, Wang, Wang & Wu [15] for an application of practical treatment selection using interval neutrosophic linguistic multi-criteria group decision-making. SVN
linguistic trapezoid linguistic aggregation operators were
developed for decision making problems [22]. Ye [24] studied
some aggregation operators of INLNs for multiple attribute
decision making (MADM). Some more literature can be seen
in [4], [16]–[27].
TOPSIS is popular decision making technique for interval
neutrosophic unclear semantic variables [23]. Pouresmaeil et
al. [35] utilized TOPSIS for defining the weights of decision
makers with single valued neutrosophic information. Otay
and Kahraman [36] employed interval neutrosophic TOPSIS method to evaluate Six Sigma projects, which aimed
at providing almost defect-free products and/or services to
customers. Pramanik et al. [37] planned TOPSIS method for
MADM under neutrosophic cubic, which is the generalized
form of cubic set and interval neutrosophic set. Liang, Zhao
and Wu [38] designed a new term called linguistic neutrosophic numbers and integrated it into TOPSIS for investment
and development of mineral resources. A multi-criteria group
decision-making methodology incorporating power combination factors, TOPSIS-based QUALIFLEX and life cycle
assessment technique was proposed in [21] to find the key to
green product design selection using neutrosophic linguistic
information. Altinirmak et al. [39] used single valued Neutrosophic Set based entropy to rank the banks for analyzing mbanking quality factors. Eraslan and Çağman [40] combined
TOPSIS and Grey Relational Analysis under fuzzy soft sets
for drug selection. It has been shown that TOPSIS is a wellknown method for decision making under uncertain environments of neutrosophic and linguistic [2], [11], [18], [23],
[33], [41], [42]. Howerver, the current research on TOPSIS
model do not mention the period of time when describing
observation data in their model.
Meanwhile, many complex real-world problems about
decision support system in which data contains some characters such as: uncertain, heterogeneous, inconsistent and have
concerned with the period of time. To consider a financial
corporation or company this chooses to set up novel software
VOLUME 7, 2019

to process and analyses company data. For this, the company
goes into a huddle some experts who give the information
concerning: various choices of software which data process
and analysis in financial fields, corresponding software version and other information. Surveying and observing the
software is done within a period of time. After that, the
company desires to select the most favorable alternative of
software with its newest version concurrently. Here, we need
to pay attention two things (a) to choose the best candidate
of software (b) its newest version. This cannot be simplified
accurately using classical concept of Fuzzy Set or NS. So the
preferable way to show all of the information in this problem
is using the theory of Linguistic Variables and ICNS.
In this paper, we aim to introduce new concepts namely
Single-Valued Linguistic Interval Complex Neutrosophic
Set (SVLCNS-2) and Interval Linguistic Interval Complex Neutrosophic Set (ILCNS-2) that are more pliable and
adjustable to real-world implementations than those of their
previous counter parts motivated from the mentioned analysis. Specifically, we define the SVLCNS-2 and ILCNS-2.
Next, we describe some set notional operations such as the
intersection, union and complement. Moreover, we set the
functioning basics of SVLCNS-2 and ILCNS-2. Then, we
develop gather classifications of candidate versus criteria,
gather the significance weights, gather the weighted classifications of candidates versus criteria and determine a score
function to rank the candidates. Lastly, new TOPSIS decision
making procedures in SVLCNS-2 and ICNS-2 are presented.
Personnel selection plays a crucial role in human resource
administration since the inappropriate personnel might reason various problems affecting productivity, accuracy, pliability and goodness of the products adversely [28]. It is
a complicated process in the meaning that several factors
should be estimated concurrently in order to find the right
people for the appropriate jobs [28]. Personnel selection is
a decision making problem where quality of decision affects
the success of a person in an organization [29]. In the context
of university selection, the consideration for reasonable and
realistic selection measures of adequate candidates and effective prediction of possible success at university, therefore,
becomes more and more important [30]. It has been long
recognized that measuring of intelligence is no longer enough
as a medium for a person’s skills and success estimation [31].
It is indeed adopted by various factors to judge the suitability
and adaptability of a candidate in a university context. Hence,
developing effective selection or decision making techniques
is critical indeed [32].
The proposed TOPSIS methods are applied to lecturer
selection in the case study of University of Economics and
Business - Vietnam National University (UEB-VNU), which
is one of the leading universities in Hanoi, Vietnam. A
committee of four decision makers (DMs) and six selection
criteria are presented in the application. The applications
demonstrate the usefulness and efficiency of the proposal.
The rest of this paper is prepared as follows. The formulation of SVLCNS-2 and its operations are presented in
38903
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Sections 2 and 3 while ILCNS-2 and operations are given in
Sections 4 and 5. The TOPSIS decision making procedures on
SVLCNS-2 and ILCNS-2 are explained in Section 6. Lastly,
an application of the procedures for lecturer selection on a
real case study is illustrated in Section 7. Section 8 compares
the suggested method with another decision making method.
Conclusions and further studies allocate in Section 9.

IA (x) ∈ R, and a linguistic degree of complex falsity membership FĄ ( ) ∈R̄ and 2θ ( ) ∈Ş. A SVLCNS set A can be
written as,

 


a
| ∈5
Ą =
, 2θ ( ) , −
TĄ ( ), I Ą ( ), FĄ ( )
where


−
TĄ ( ) = −
T1Ą ( )· ej.T2Ą ( ) 

a
a
a
j.
(
)
I
2Ą
I Ą ( ) = I 1Ą ( )· e


FĄ ( ) = F1Ą ( )· ej.F2Ą ( )

II. SINGLE-VALUED LINGUISTIC COMPLEX
NEUTROSOPHIC SET (SVLCNS-2)

Definition 1 (Type-1 Single VALUED
` Linguistic Complex
Neutrosophic Set (SVLCNS-1)): Let
be a universe `
of discourse and a complex neutrosophic set A included in . Let
Ş = {Ş1 , Ş2 , . . . , Şn , for 2 ≤ ņ < ∞, be a set of totally
ordered labels (therefore the classical min/max operators
work on S), with Şi < Şj̧ for i. < j̧, where i., j̧ {1, 2, 3,
.
. . . , }. Let R̄ = {[Şi , Şj̧ ], Şi , Şj̧ ∈Ş, i. < j̧} be a set of label
.
.
intervals. A single-valued`
type-1 complex neutrosophic set
(SVLCNS-1) is a set A ⊂ such that each element x in A has
linguistic degree of complex truth membership TA (x) ∈ S ×S,
a linguistic degree of complex indeterminate membership
IA (x) ∈ S × S, and a linguistic degree of complex falsity
membership FA (x) ∈ S × S and sθ (x) ∈ S. A SVLCNS set Ą
can be written as,
a

TĄ ( ), I Ą ( ), FĄ ( ))]i}
Ą = {h , [Şθ ( ) , (−
where

a

−
TĄ ( ), I Ą ( ), FĄ ( ) ≤ 3.
Due to complexity of higher computation involved in
SVLCNS-1, in this paper, we will use SVLCNS-2 for developing the TOPSIS method.
`
Definition 3: Let Ą and be two SVLCNSs-2 over
a

TĄ ( ), I Ą ( ), FĄ ( ))i, and
which are defined by h2θĄ ( ) , (−
a

T ( ), I ( ), F ( ))i, respectively. Their union sigh2θ ( ) , (−
nified as Ą∪ and is defined as:


−
TĄ ( ) = −
T1Ą ( )· ej.T2Ą ( ) 

a
a
a
I Ą ( ) = I 1Ą ( )· ej. I 2Ą ( ) 

FĄ ( ) = F1Ą ( )· ej.F2Ą ( )

where T1A (x) is representing linguistic amplitude truth membership and ej.T2A (x) is denoting the linguistic phase truth
membership function. Moreover, I1A (x) refers to linguistic
amplitude indeterminate membership while ej.I2A (x) indicates
linguistic phase indeterminate membership. Further, F1A (x)
is called the linguistic amplitude falsity membership and
ej.F2A (x) is said to be the linguistic phase falsehood membership function:
3 ∗ s1 ≤ min {T1A (x)} + min {I1A (x)} + min {F1A (x)} ,
max {T1A (x)} + max {I1A (x)} + max {F1A (x)} ≤ 3 ∗ sn ,
3 ∗ s1 ≤ min {T2A (x)} + min {I2A (x)} + min {F2A (x)} ,
max {T2A (x)} + max {I2A (x)} + max {F2A (x)} ≤ 3 ∗ sn .
Definition 2 (Type-2 Single Valued`Linguistic Complex
Neutrosophic Set (SVLCNS-2)): Let
be a`universe of
discourse and a complex NS A included in . Let Ş =
{Ş1 , Ş2 , . . . , Şn , for
>= 2, be a set of ordered labels
with
s
<
s
with
i,
j ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . n}. Let R =
j

i
si , sj , si , sj ∈ S, i < j be a collection of label intervals.
A single-valued type-2 linguistic
complex neutrosophic set
`
(SVLCNS-2) is a set A ⊂ such that each element x in A has
linguistic degree of complex truth membership TA (x) ∈ R,
a linguistic degree of complex indeterminate membership
38904

where T1A (x) represents the amplitude truth membership
and ej.T2A (x) denotes the phase truth membership function. Moreover, I1A (x) refers to the amplitude indeterminate membership while ej.I2A (x) indicates the phase indeterminate membership function. Further, F1A (x) is called
the amplitude falsity membership and ej.F2A (x) is said to
be the phase falsehood membership function while 0 ≤

2θ

Ą

U.

( )

= 2θ

1Ą

U.

( ),

−
TĄU ( ) = −
T1ĄU ( )· e
.
.

j.T

U. ( ) ,

2Ą

a

U. ( ) ,
j.F
( )
,
FĄU ( ) = F1ĄU ( )· e 2ĄU.
.
.
a

a

I ĄU. ( ) = I 1ĄU. ( )· e

j. I

2Ą

where

,
1ĄU
.

TĄ ( ), −
T ( ) ,
−
T1ĄU ( ) = ∨ −
.

−
T2ĄU ( ) = ∨ −
TĄ ( ), −
T ( ) ,
.


a
a
a
I 1ĄU. ( ) = ^ I Ą ( ), I ( ) ,

−
T2ĄU ( ) = ^ inf−
TĄ ( ), inf −T ( ) ,
.

F1ĄU ( ) = ^ FĄ ( ), F ( ) ,
.

F2ĄU ( ) = ^ FĄ ( ), F ( ) .
.
for all x ∈ X. The symbols ∨, ∧ represents maximize and
minimize operators.
`
Definition 4: Let Ą and be two SVLCNSs-2 over
2θ

( )


= ∨ 2θĄ ( ) , 2θ

( )

a

which are defined by h2θĄ ( ) , (−
TĄ ( ), I Ą ( ), FĄ ( ))i, and
a

h2θ ( ) , (−
T ( ), I ( ), F ( ))i, respectively. Their intersection signified as A ∪ B and is defined as:
2θĄ∩

( )

= 2θ1Ą∩

( ),
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−
TĄ∩ ( ) = −
T1Ą∩ ( )· ej.T2Ą∩ ( ) ,

IĄ⊗ ( ) = (I1Ą ( ) +I1 ( ) −I1Ą ( ) I1 ( ))
·ej(I2Ą ( ).I2 ( )) ,

a
j. I 2Ą∩

a
I 1Ą∩

a

( ),
( )· e
I Ą∩ ( ) =
j.F2Ą∩ ( )
FĄ∩ ( ) = F1Ą∩ ( )· e
,

FĄ⊗ ( ) = (F1Ą ( ) +F1 ( ) −F1Ą ( ) F1 ( ))
·ej(F2Ą ( ).F2 ( )) ,

where
2θ1Ą∩


= ^ 2θĄ ( ) , 2θ



a
I 1Ą∩

,

TĄ ( ), −
T ( ) ,
( )=^ −
TĄ ( ), −
T ( ) ,
( )=^ −


a
a
( ) = ∨ I Ą ( ), I ( ) ,

−
T2Ą∪
F1Ą∩
F2Ą∩


TĄ ( ), inf−
T ( ) ,
( ) = ∨ inf−
( ) = ∨ FĄ ( ), F ( ),
( ) = ∨ FĄ ( ), F ( ) .

−
T1Ą∧
−
T2Ą∧

( )

b) The addition of Ą and

( )

h2θĄ⊕ , (−
TĄ⊕ (

by h2θĄ ( ) , (−
TĄ (

a
), I Ą (

T
( ) , (−

( ),

a

I ( ), F ( ))i, correspondingly. the operational rules of
SVLCNS-2 are definite as:
a) The product of Ą and signified as
a

Ą ⊗
= h2θĄ⊗ , (−
TĄ⊗ ( ), I Ą⊗ ( ), FĄ⊗ ( ))i, is
defined as:
2θA⊗B (x) = 2θA (x) .2θB (x) ,
[2j , 2k ] = [2jv , 2k v ], v > 0.
v

TA⊗B (x) = (T1A (x).T1B (x))· ej(T2A (x).T2B (x)) ,
VOLUME 7, 2019

( ), FĄ⊕ ( ))i, is well-defined as:

IA⊕B (x) = (I1A (x).I1B (x))· ej(I2A (x)+I2B (x)) ,
FA⊕B (x) = (F1A (x).F1B (x))· ej(F2A (x)+F2B (x)) .

which are defined

), FĄ ( ))i, and h2θ

=

TA⊕B (x) = ((T1A (x) + T1B (x)) − (T1A (x).T1B (x)))
·ej(T2A (x)+T2B (x)) ,

III. OPERATIONAL RULES OF SVLCNS-2

`

indicated as Ą ⊕

2θA⊕B (x) = 2θA (x) + 2θB (x) ,

for all x ∈ X. The symbols ∨, ∧ represents max and min
operators.
`
Proposition 2: Let Ą and be two SVLCNS-2 over .
Then
a) ĄU. = U.Ą,
b) Ą ∩ = ∩ Ą,
c) ĄU.Ą = Ą,
d) Ą ∩ Ą = Ą,
Proof: Straightforward.
`
Proposition 6: Let A, B and C be three SVLCNS-2 over .
Then
a) ĄU.( U. ) = (ĄU. ) U. ,
b) Ą∩( ∩ ) = Ą ∩ ,

c) ĄU.( ∩ ) = (ĄU. ) ∩ ĄU. 
d) Ą∩( U. ) = (Ą ∩ ) U. Ą ∩
e) ĄU.( ∩ ) = Ą,
f) ĄU.(Ą ∩ ) = Ą.
Theorem 7: The SVLCNS-2ĄU. is the minimum set comprising together Ą and .
Proof: Straightforward.
Theorem 8: The SVLCNS-2ĄU. is the leading one comprised in together Ą and .
Proof: Straightforward.
Theorem 9: Let P be the power set of all SVLCNSs-2. Then
(P, ∪, ∩) forms a distributive lattice.
Proof: Straightforward.

Let A and B be two SVLCNSs-2 over

a
), I Ą⊕

c) The scalar multiplication of A is a SVLCNS-2 denoted
as C = kA defined as:
k2θA (x) = 2kθA (x)


k
TC (x) = 1 − (1 − T1A (x))k · ej(T2A (x)) ,


k
IC (x) = (T1A (x))k · ej(I2A (x)) ,


k
FC (x) = (F1A (x))k · ej(F2A (x)) .
Proposition 10: Let A and B be two SVLCNSs-2 over
`

a

which are defined by h2θĄ ( ) , (−
TĄ ( ), I Ą ( ), FĄ ( ))i and
a

h2θ ( ) , (−
T ( ), I ( ), F ( ))i, respectively. Then
a) Ą ⊗ = ⊗ Ą,
b) Ą ⊕ = ⊕ Ą,
c) k(Ą ⊗ ) = k( ⊗ Ą),
d) (k 1 ⊗ k2 )Ą = k1 ⊗ Ąk2 Ą.
IV. INTERVAL LINGUISTIC COMPLEX NEUTROSOPHIC
SET (ILCNS-2)

`
Definition 11: Let
be a universe of discourse and let
S = {s1 , s2 , . . . , sn }, for ∞ > n ≥ 2, be a collection of
single value, linguistic markers, where s1 < s2 < . . . < sn
and they are the qualitative values of a linguistic variable.
The linguistic relation of order si < sj , means that label si
is less important than label sj An interval linguistic
` type-2
complex neutrosophic set (ILCNS-2) is a set A ⊂ such that
each element x in A has linguistic degree of complex intervalmembership TA (x) ⊆ R × R, a linguistic degree of complex
interval-indeterminate membership IA (x) ⊆ R × R, and
a linguistic degree of complex interval-falsity membership
FA (x) ⊆ R × R, 2θ (x) ∈ S. An ILCNS-2 set A can be written
as,



 
a
Ą =
, 2θ ( ) , −
TĄ ( ), I Ą ( ), FĄ ( )
| ∈5 ,
where



TA (x) = inf T1A (x), sup T1A (x) · ej[inf T2A (x),sup T2A (x)] 

 j inf I (x),sup I (x)
]
2A
IA (x) = inf I1A (x), sup I1A (x) · e [ 2A

 j inf F (x),sup F (x) 
]
2A
FA (x) = inf F1A (x), sup F1A (x) · e [ 2A
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where inf T1A (x), sup T1A (x) represents the interval amplitude truth membership and ej[inf T2A (x),sup T2A (x)] denotes
the
 interval phase truth
 membership function. Moreover,
inf I1A (x), sup I1A (x) refers to the interval amplitude indeterminate membership while ej[inf I2A (x),sup I2A (x)] indicates the
interval
phase indeterminate
membership function. Further,


inf F1A (x), sup F1A (x) is called the interval amplitude falsity membership and ej[inf F2A (x),sup F2A (x)] is said to be the
interval phase falsehood membership function.
`
Definition 12: Let A and B be two ILCNSs-2 over
TĄ (
which are defined by h , [2θ( ) (−

a
), I Ą (



FĄ∩


2θ1A∩B(x) = ∧ 2θ A(x) , 2θ B(x) ,
inf T1A∩B (x) = ∧ (inf T1A (x), inf T1B (x)),
sup T1A∩B (x) = ∧ (sup T1A (x), sup T1B (x)),
inf I1A∩B (x) = ∨ (inf I1A (x), inf I1B (x)),
sup I1A∩B (x) = ∨ (sup I1A (x), sup I1B (x)),

), FĄ ( ))]i, and

inf F1A∩B (x) = ∨ (inf F1A (x), inf F1B (x)),
sup F1A∩B (x) = ∨ (sup F1A (x), sup F1B (x)),

h , [2θ ( ) (−
T ( ), I ( ), F ( ))]i, respectively . Their union:
= {h , [Ş2ĄU
.
is defined as:
2θ

TĄU
( ) , (−
.

a

( ), I ĄU ( ), FĄU ( ))]i| ∈5},
.
.

= 2θ
( ),
1ĄU
.
h
i
T1ĄU ( ), sup −
T1ĄU ( ),
−
TĄU ( ) = inf −
.
.
. 

Ą

U.

( )

j infT
( ),supT 2ĄU ( )
2ĄU
.
.
·e
,i
h
IĄU ( ) = inf I1ĄU ( ), sup I1ĄU ( ),
.
.
. 


j infI
( ),supI 2ĄU ( )
2ĄU
.
.
, i
·e
h
FĄU ( ) = inf F1ĄU ( ), sup F1ĄU ( ),
.
.
. 

j infF

·e

U. ( ),supF 2ĄU. ( ) ,

2Ą

where

2θ1A∪B(x) = ∨ θθ A(x) , 2θB(x) ,
inf T1A∪B (x) = ∨ (inf T1A (x), inf T1B (x)),
sup T1A∪B (x) = ∨ (sup T1A (x), sup T1B (x)),
inf I1A∪B (x) = ∧ (inf I1A (x), inf I1B (x)),
sup I1A∪B (x) = ∧ (sup I1A (x), sup I1B (x)),
inf F1A∪B (x) = ∧ (inf F1A (x), inf F1B (x)),
sup F1A∪B (x) = ∧ (sup F1A (x), sup F1B (x)),
for all x ∈ X. The symbols ∨, ∧ represents max and min
operators, respectively.
`
Definition 13: Let A and B be two ILCNSs-2 over
a

TĄ ( ), I Ą ( ), FĄ ( ))]i, and
which are defined by h , [2θ ( ) (−
h , [2θ ( ) (−
T ( ), I ( ), F ( ))]i, respectively. Their intersection denoted as, Ą ∩
= {h , [2θ Ą∩ ( ) , (−
TĄ∩ ( ),

a
I Ą∩

( ), FĄ∩ ( ))]i| ∈5}, is defined as:
2θĄ∩
−
TĄ∩
IĄ∩
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= 2θ1Ą∩ ( )


T1Ą∩ ( ), sup −
T1Ą∩ ( ),
( ) = inf −


·ej infT 2Ą∩ ( ),supT 2Ą∩ ( ) ,


( ) = inf I1Ą∩ ( ), sup I1Ą∩ ( ),
( )



where

a

ĄU.

·ej infI 2Ą∩ ( ),supI 2Ą∩ ( ) ,


( ) = inf F1Ą∩ ( ), sup F1Ą∩ ( ),


·ej infF 2Ą∩ ( ),supF 2Ą∩ ( ) ,

for all x ∈ X. The symbols ∨, ∧ represents max and min
operators, respectively.
`
Proposition 14: Let Ą and be two ILCNS-2 over . Then
a) ĄU. = U.Ą,
b) Ą ∩ = ∩ Ą,
c) ĄU.Ą = Ą,
d) Ą ∩ Ą = Ą.
Proof: Straightforward.
`
Proposition 15: Let A, B and C be three ILCNS over .
Then
a) ĄU.( U. ) = (ĄU. ) U. ,
b) Ą∩( ∩ ) = Ą ∩ ,

c) ĄU.( ∩ ) = (ĄU. ) ∩ ĄU. 
d) Ą∩( U. ) = (Ą ∩ ) U. Ą ∩
e) ĄU.( ∩ ) = Ą,
f) ĄU.(Ą ∩ ) = Ą.
Proof: Straightforward.
Theorem 16: The ILCNS ĄU. is the minimum set comprising together Ą and .
Proof: Straightforward.
Theorem 17: The ILCNS A ∩ B is the leading one enclosed
in Ą and .
Proof: Straightforward.
Theorem 18: Let P be the power set of all ILCNSs.
Then,(P, ∪, ∩) forms a distributive lattice.
Proof: Straightforward.
`
Definition 19: Let A and B be two ILCNSs over which
are defined by Eq. (1, 2), as shown at the top of the next page.
The Hamming and Euclidian distances between two
ILCNS A and B for phase terms are defined as follows by
Eqs. (3, 4), as shown at the top of the next page
A = hx, [2θA (x) , ([TAL (x), TAU (x)], [IAL (x), IAU (x)],
[FAL (x), FAU (x)])]i
and
B = hx, [2θB (x) , ([TBL (x), TBU (x)], [IBL (x), IBU (x)],
[FBL (x), FBU (x)])]i,
respectively; where [TAL (x), TAU (x)] = [tAL (x), tAU (x)]
U
L
j[ψAL (x),ψAU (x)] ,
ej[ωA (x),ωA (x)] , [IAL (x), IAU (x)] = [iLA (x), iU
A (x)]e
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dHa (A, B) =

1
(|θA ×tAL −θB ×tBL |+|θA ×tAR −θB ×tBR |
6(n−1)
+ |θA ×iLA −θB ×iLB |+|θA ×iRA −θB ×iRB |+|θA ×fAL −θB ×fBL |+|θA ×fAR −θB ×fBR |

(1)

dEa (A, B)
r
=

1
((θA ×tAL −θB ×tBL )2 +(θA ×tAR −θB ×tBR )2 +(θA ×iLA −θB ×iLB )2 +(θA ×iRA −θB ×iRB )2 +(θA ×fAL −θB ×fBL )2 +(θA ×fAR −θB ×fBR )2 )
6(n−1)

(2)
p
dH (A, B)
= |ωAL (x)−ωBL (x)|+|ωAR (x)−ωBR (x)|+|ψAL (x)−ψBL (x)|+|ψAR (x)−ψBR (x)|+|φAL (x)−φBL (x)|+|φAR (x)−φBR (x)|
p
dE (A, B)

=

q

(3)

(ωAL (x)−ωBL (x))2 +(ωAR (x)−ωBR (x))2 +(ψAL (x)−ψBL (x))2 +(ψAR (x)−ψBR (x))2 +(φAL (x)−φBL (x))2 +(φAR (x)−φBR (x))2
L

U

[FAL (x), FAU (x)]
=
[fAL (x), fAU (x)]ej[φA (x),φA (x)] , [TBL (x),
U
L
TBU (x)] = [tBL (x), tBU (x)]e,j[ωB (x),ωB (x)] [IBL (x), IBU (x)] =
U
L
j[ψB (x),ψB (x)] [F L (x), F U (x)] = [f L (x), f U (x)]
[iLB (x), iU
B (x)]e,
A
A
A
A
U
L
ej[φA (x),φA (x)] .
The Hamming and Euclidian distances between two
ILCNS A and B for amplitude terms are well-defined as:

IA⊕B (x) = (inf I1A (x). inf I1B (x))· ej(inf I2A (x)+inf I2B (x)) ,
IA⊕B (x) = (sup I1A (x). sup I1B (x))· ej(sup I2A (x)+sup I2B (x)) ,
FA⊕B (x) = (inf F1A (x). inf F1B (x))· ej(inf F2A (x)+inf F2B (x)) ,
FA⊕B (x) = (sup F1A (x). sup F1B (x))· ej(sup F2A (x)+sup F2B (x)) .
c) The scalar multiplication of A is an ILCNS-2 denoted as
C = kA is defined as:
k2θA (x) = 2kθA (x) ,


inf TC (x) = 1 − (1 − inf T1A (x))k · ejk inf T2A (x) ,


sup TC (x) = 1 − (1 − sup T1A (x))k · ejk sup T2A (x) ,


inf IC (x) = (inf T1A (x))k · ejk inf T2A (x) ,


sup IC (x) = (sup T1A (x))k · ejk sup T2A (x) ,


inf FC (x) = (inf F1A (x))k · ejk inf F2A (x) ,


sup FC (x) = (sup F1A (x))k · ejk sup F2A (x) .

V. OPERATIONAL RULES OF ILCNS
`
Let A and
 B be two ILCNSs over
which are illustrated
by x, 2θA (x) , (TA (x), IA (x), FA (x))
and hx, [2θB (x) ,
(TB (x), IB (x), FB (x))]i respectively. Then, the operational
rules of ILCNS-2 are illustrated as:
a) The product of A and B indicated as


A ⊗ B = x, 2θA⊗B (x) , (TA⊗B (x), IA⊗B (x), FA⊗B (x))

is defined as:
2θA⊗B (x) = 2θA (x) .2θB (x)
TA⊗B (x) = (inf T1A (x). inf T1B (x))· ej(inf T2A (x). inf T2B (x))
TA⊗B (x) = (sup T1A (x). sup T1B (x))· ej(sup T2A (x). sup T2B (x))
IA⊗B (x) = (inf I1A (x). inf I1B (x))· ej(inf I2A (x). inf I2B (x))
IA⊗B (x) = (sup I1A (x). sup I1B (x))· ej(sup I2A (x). sup I2B (x))
FA⊗B (x) = (inf F1A (x). inf F1B (x))· ej(inf F2A (x). inf F2B (x))
FA⊗B (x) = (sup F1A (x). sup F1B (x))· ej(sup F2A (x). sup F2B (x))
b) The addition of A and B denoted as


A ⊕ B = x, 2θA⊕B (x) , (TA⊕B (x), IA⊕B (x), FA⊕B (x))
is defined as:
2θA⊕B (x) = 2θA (x) + 2θB (x) ,


(inf T1A (x) + inf T1B (x))
TA⊕B (x) =
− (inf T1A (x). inf T1B (x))
j(inf T2A (x)+inf T2B (x))
·e


(sup T1A (x) + sup T1B (x))
TA⊕B (x) =
− (sup T1A (x). sup T1B (x))

·ej(sup T2A (x)+sup T2B (x)) ,
VOLUME 7, 2019

(4)

` Proposition 20: Let A and B be two SVLCNSs-2 over
which are defined by 2θA (x) , (TA (x), IA (x), FA (x)) , and
2θB (x) , (TB (x), IB (x), FB (x)) respectively. We have
a) A ⊗ B = B ⊗ A,
b) A ⊕ B = B ⊕ A,
c) k (A ⊗ B) = k (B ⊗ A), (k1 ⊗ k2 ) A = k1 A ⊗ k2 A.
VI. A TOPSIS MODEL FOR SVLCNS-2 AND ILCNS-2

For simplicity, we only describe the model for ILCNS-2.
The model for SVLCNS-2 can be deduced similarly. Let
us suppose that a team of h DMs (Dq , q = 1, . . . , h) is
accountable for assessing m alternatives (Am , m = 1, . . . , t)
under p selection criteria (Cp , p = 1, . . . , n), the stages of the
proposed TOPSIS technique are as:
A. AGGREGATE RATINGS OF ALTERNATIVES VERSUS
CRITERIA

Let
L (x), T U (x)], +
[Tmpq

mpq
L (x), I U (x)], 
= x, 2θmpq (x)  [Impq
mpq


L (x), F U (x)]
[Fmpq
mpq

*

xmpq






(5)
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Tmp (x) = 1 − 1 −

h
X

1



h

L
(x) , 1 − 1 −
Tpmq

q=1

h
X

#
1  " P
h
h
P
h
wLmq (x), h1
wU
j 1h
mq (x)

R
q=1
(x)  e q=1
Tpmq

q=1

#

1 
1  " P
h
h
h
h
1
L (x), 1 P ψ U (x)
h
h
ψ
j
 X L  X R   h q=1 mq h q=1 mq
Imp (x) = 
Ipmq
,
Ipmq  e
q=1

q=1

#

1  " P
1 
h
h
h
h
L (x), 1 P φ U (x)
h
h
j 1h
φmq
X
X
mq
h

R  
L 
q=1
Fmp (x) = 
,
Fpmq
Fpmq
 e q=1
q=1

q=1

be the suitability assessment allocated to alternative Am
L ,TU ]
by DM Dq for criterion Cp , where: [Tmpq
=
mpq
L , t U ] · ej[ωmpq (x),ωmpq (x)] ,
[tmpq
mpq
L

U

L (x),ψ U (x)]
j[ψmpq
mpq

L , I U ] = [iL , iU ] ·
[Impq
mpq
mpq mpq

L , F U ] = [f L , f U ]·ej[φmpq (x),φmpq (x)] ,
e
, [Fmpq
mpq
mpq mpq
= 1, . . . , Using the
m = 1, . . . , t;=
P = 1, . . . ,
operational rules of the ILCNS,
the
averaged
suitability
 L
*
+
U (x)],
[Tmp (x), Tmp


L
U
rating xmp = x, 2θmp (x)  [Imp (x), Imp (x)], 
can be


L (x), F U (x)]
[Fmp
mp
evaluated Tmp (x), Imp (x), Fmp (x), as shown at the top of the
this page.
L

U

B. AGGREGATE THE IMPORTANCE WEIGHTS

Ip (x)
#

1  " P
1 
h
h
P
h
h
h
h
ψqL (x), 1h
ψqU (x)
j 1h
X
X


q=1
IpqR   e q=1
= 
IpqL  , 
q=1

q=1

Fp (x)
#

1 
1  " P
h
h
P
h
h
h
h
j h1
φqL (x), 1h
φqU (x)
X
X

L
R 
q=1
Fpq
= 
,
Fpq
 e q=1
q=1

q=1

C. AGGREGATE THE WEIGHTED RATINGS OF
ALTERNATIVES VERSUS CRITERIA

The weighted ratings of alternatives can be advanced via the
operations of ILCNS as follows:

Let
L (x), T U (x)], +
[Tpq

pq
L (x), I U (x)], 
= x, 2ρpq (x)  [Ipq
pq


L (x), F U (x)]
[Fpq
pq




*

wpq



be the weight allocated by DM Dq to criterion Cp ,
L (x),ωU (x)]
L , T U ] = [t L , t U ] · ej[ωpq
L , IU ] =
pq
where [Tpq
, [Ipq
pq
pq pq
pq
j[ψpq (x),ψpq (x)]
[iLpq , iU
,
pq ] · e
L

U

L (x),φ U (x)]
j[φpq
pq

L , FU ]
[Fpq
pq
L (x),φ U (x)]
j[φpq
pq

L ,f U] ·
= [fpq
pq
=
,=
P = 1, . . . ,

U = f U ·e
e
, Fpq
pq
1, . . . , Using the operational
 average
rulesL of the UILCNS,
the
* 
[Tp (x), Tp (x)], +

weight wp = x, 2ρp (x)  [IpL (x), IpU (x)], 
can be


[FpL (x), FpU (x)]
evaluated as:
1
wp = ( ) ⊗ (wp1 ⊕ wp2 ⊕ . . . ⊕ wph ),
(6)
h
where

Tp (x)


1X
xmp ∗ wp , m = 1, . . . , t; p = 1, . . . , n.
n

(7)

p=1

D. CALCULATION OFA+ , A− , di+ AND di−

The positive-ideal solution (FPIS, A+ ) and fuzzy negative
ideal solution (FNIS, A− ) are obtained as Eq. (8, 9), as shown
at the top of the next page. The distances of each alternative
Am , m = 1, . . . , t from A+ and A− for the amplitude terms
and the phase terms are calculated as:
dma+ =

q

(Gam − Aa+ )2

(10)

dma− =

q

(Gam − Aa− )2

(11)

dmp+ =

q

dmp− =

q

p

(12)

p

(13)

(Gm − Ap+ )2
(Gm − Ap− )2

p+

1 
h
h
X
#

 "
TpqL (x) ,  1 P
h
h
 1 − 1 −

 j h wLq (x), 1h P wUq (x)
q=1


q=1
=
e q=1
1 


h 
h


X
 1 − 1 −
T R (x) 


pq

q=1
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n

Gm =

where dma+ , dm characterizes the shortest distances of candip−
date Am , and dma− , dm , characterizes the farthest distance of
candidate Am .
E. OBTAIN THE CLOSENESS COEFFICIENT

The closeness coefficients for the amplitude terms and the
phase terms of every candidate, which are cleared to define
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D n
oE
L
L
U
U
A+ = x, 2max(θmpq ,ρpq ) (x)([1, 1]ej max([ωmpq (x).ωpq (x),ωmpq (x).ωpq (x)]) , [0, 0], [0, 0]

 
L (x).ψ L (x),ψ U (x).ψ U (x)])
j max([ψmpq
U
L
L
U
mpq
pq
pq
A− = x, 2min(θmpq ,ρpq ) (x)([0, 0], [1, 1]e
, [1, 1]ej max([φmpq (x).φpq (x),φmpq (x).φpq (x)])

the classification order of all candidates, are calculated as:
CCia =

dia−
dia+ + dia−

(14)

p−

di

p

CCi =

p+

di

p−

+ di

(15)

A higher value of the closeness coefficient designates that
an candidate is closer to PIS and farther from NIS concurrently. Let A1 and A2 be any two ILCNS-2. Then, the
classification method can be cleared as follows:
If CCAa1 > CCAa2 then A1 > A2
p
p
If CCAa1 = CCAa2 and CCA1 > CCA2 then A1 > A2
p
p
a
a
If CCA1 = CCA2 and CCA1 = CCA2 then A1 = A2 .
VII. AN APPLICATION OF THE PROPOSED TOPSIS
METHOD

This section applies the proposed TOPSIS method for lecturer
selection in the case of University of Economics and Business
- Vietnam National University (UEB-VNU), which is one
of the leading universities in Hanoi, Vietnam. Assume that
UEB-VNU need to choose an alternative for the teaching
position. Data were gathered by conducting semi-structured
discussions with UEB-VNU’s Board of management, Office
of Human resources and department head. A commission
of four DMs, i.e. D1 , . . . , D3 , and D4 , were requested to
distinctly proceed to their own evaluation for the significance
weights of selection criteria and the ratings of four potential alternatives. Based on the discussion with the commission members, six selection criteria are considered including
number of publications (C1 ), quality of publications (C2 ),
personality factors (C3 ), activity in professional society (C4 ),
classroom teaching experience (C5 ), and fluency in a foreign
language (C6 ). The computational proceeding is concised as
follows.
A. AGGREGATION OF THE RATINGS OF CANDIDATES
VERSUS CRITERIA

Four DMs decide the suitability rankings of four potential
alternatives versus the criteria using the ILCNS 2 ={21 =
VP, 22 = P, 23 = M , 24 = G, 25 = VG}
where VP = Very Poor =< (21 , ([0.1, 0.2]ej[0.5,0.6] ,
[0.6, 0.7]ej[0,4,0.5] , [0.6, 0.7]ej[0.3,0.4] )) >, P = Poor
=<
(22 , ([0.2, 0.3]ej[0.6,0.7] , [0.5, 0.6]ej[0.5,0.6] , [0.6,
j[0.4,0.5]
0.7]e
)) >, M = Medium =< (23 , ([0.3, 0.5]ej[0.7,0.8] ,
[0.4, 0.6]ej[0.6,0.7] ,[0.4, 0.5]ej[0.5,0.6] ))
>, G
=
Good =< (24 , ([0.5, 0.6]ej[0.8,0.9] , [0.4, 0.5]ej[0.7,0.8] ,
[0.3, 0.4]ej[0.6,0.7] )) >, and VG = Very Good =<
(25 , ([0.6, 0.7]ej[0.9,1.0] ,
[0.2,
0.3]ej[0.8,0.9] , [0.2,
VOLUME 7, 2019

(8)
(9)

0.3]ej[0.7,0.8] )), to evaluate the appropriateness of the candidates under six criteria.
Table 1 presents the suitability rankings of four alternatives
(Ą1 , Ą2 , Ą3 , Ą4 ) versus six criteria (C1 , .., C6 ) from four
DMs ( 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 ) using the ILCNS. Using Eq. (5), the
aggregated ratings of the candidates versus the criteria from
the DMs are shown at the last column of Table 1.
B. AGGREGATE THE IMPORTANCE WEIGHTS

After defining the lecturer assortment criteria, the commission members are asked to define the level of significance of every criterion using the ILCNS, V =
{v1 = UI, v2 = OI, v3 = I, v4 = VI, v5 = AI},
where UI = Unimportant =< (v1 , ([0.1, 0.2]ej[0.4,0.5] , [0.4,
0.5]ej[0.3,0.4] , [0.6, 0.7]ej[0.2,0.3] )) >, OI = Ordinary Important =< (v2 , ([0.2, 0.4]ej[0.5,0.6] , [0.5, 0.6]ej[0.4,0.5] , [0.4,
0.5]ej[0.3,0.4] )) >, I = Important =< (v3 , ([0.4, 0.6]ej[0.6,0.7] ,
[0.4, 0.5]ej[0.5,0.6] , [0.3, 0.4]ej[0.4,0.5] )) >, VI = Very
Important =< (v4 , ([0.6, 0.8]ej[0.7,0.8] , [0.3, 0.4]ej[0.6,0.7] ,
[0.2, 0.3]ej[0.5,0.6] )) >, and AI = Absolutely Important =< (v5 , ([0.7, 0.9]ej[0.8,0.9] , [0.2, 0.3]ej[0.7,0.8] , [0.1,
0.2]ej[0.6,0.7] )) >.
Table 2 shows the significance weights of the six criteria
from the four DMs. The gathered weights of criteria attained
by Eq. (6) are displayed in the last column of Table 2.
C. AGGREGATE THE WEIGHTED RATINGS OF
ALTERNATIVES VERSUS CRITERIA

Table 3 presents the weighted ratings of alternatives of each
candidate using Eq. (7).
D. CALCULATION OF A+ , A− , di+ AND di−

As presented in Table 4, the distance of each candidate from
A+ and A− for the amplitude term and the phase term can be
calculated using Eqs.(8-13).
E. OBTAIN THE CLOSENESS COEFFICIENT

The closeness coefficients of each alternative can be computed by Equations (14)-(15), as shown in Table 5. Therefore,
the ranking order of the four candidate is A1  A4  A3 
A2 . Consequently, the best candidate is A1 .
The ILCNS is the generalization of ILNS and ICNS. Obviously, the extended decision making methods in [10], [12],
[23], [25] are the special cases of the proposal in this paper.
F. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

A sensitivity analysis was performed to investigate the impact
of criteria weights on the ranking of the candidates (lecturers).
The detail of scenarios are shown in Table 6. The results show
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TABLE 1. Aggregated ratings of lecturers versus the criteria.
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TABLE 2. The importance and aggregated weights of the criteria.

TABLE 3. Weighted assessments of each candidate.

TABLE 4. The distance of every alternative from A+ and A− .

TABLE 5. Closeness coefficients of candidates.

that eight out of eleven scenarios, the candidate is ranked
either as the first or the second candidate. This confirms
domination of the candidate A1 compared to other alternatives. Therefore, the candidate selection decision is relatively
insensitive to criteria weights.
VIII. COMPARISON OF THE SUGGESTED METHOD WITH
ANOTHER DECISION MAKING METHOD

This section compares the proposed TOPSIS decision making
procedure in ICNS with a different MCDM methodology to
VOLUME 7, 2019

illustrate applicability and its advantages. We recall an example explored by Sahin and Yigider [33] in which a production
industry wishes to choose and assess their suppliers. In this
model, four DMs (D1 , . . . , D4 ) have been selected to valuate
five suppliers (S1 , . . . , S5 ) with respect to five performance
criteria including delivery (C1 ), quality (C2 ), flexibility (C3 ),
service (C4 ) and price (C5 ). The information of weights
provided to the five criteria by the four DMs are offered in
Table 7. The gathered weights of criteria gained by Eq. (4)
are displayed in the last column of Table 7.
38911
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TABLE 6. Scenarios for sensitivity analysis.

TABLE 7. The significance and aggregated weights of the criteria.

The averaged ratings of suppliers versus the criteria are
shown in Table 8.
Table 9 shows the last fuzzy valuation values of every
supplier using Eq. (7).
The distance of each supplier from A+ and A− for the
amplitude term and the phase term can be calculated using
Eqs. (8-13) as shown in Table 10.
38912

The closeness coefficients of each supplier can be calculated by Eqs. (14-15), as shown in Table 11. Therefore,
the ranking order of the five suppliers is A5  A2 
A3  A4  A1 .
The result indicates that there is a slightly different among
the rating order of suppliers using the suggested method and
Sahin and Yigider [33]. This is due to the proposed technique
VOLUME 7, 2019
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TABLE 8. Aggregated evaluations of suppliers versus the criteria.
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TABLE 9. The last fuzzy valuation values of every supplier.

TABLE 10. The distance of each supplier from A+ and A− .

TABLE 11. Closeness coefficients of suppliers.

applying the ILCNS, which is the generalization of ILNS,
ICNS and INS.
IX. CONCLUSIONS

Linguistic based strategies are very useful tool in decision
making problems for solving the problem of crisp values. In
this paper, we proposed the Single-Valued Linguistic Interval
Complex Neutrosophic Set (SVLCNS) and Interval Linguistic Interval Complex Neutrosophic Set (ILCNS) for decision
making under uncertainty situations. Some basic set notional
operations such as the intersection, union and complement
as well as the functioning rules of SVLCNS and ILCNS
were also defined of the proposed framework. Moreover, we
also developed a new TOPSIS decision making method in
SVLCNS and ICNS that was applied to lecturer selection
problem for the case study of (UEB-VNU) with four DMs
and six selection criteria. It has been explained throughout the
elaborated computation in the application that the suggested
decision making methods are efficient.
38914

Further works of this research involve deriving variants
of the TOPSIS methods in terms of multi-attribute decision making [11], [43]–[48]. Strategies for decision support in real-time and dynamic decision-making tasks are
also our next target. In the follow up study, this work
can be extended to the triangular and trapezoidal linguistic numbers of SVLCNS and ILCNS. Several types of
similarity measures can be utilized to extend the proposed framework in the near future. The different types of
correlation coefficients can also be studied in this regard.
Linguistic complex interval neutrosophic prioritized aggregation operators can be designed for decision making issues
based on the proposed work. Some other types of aggregation operators such as Hammy mean operators, weighted
aggregation operators, arithmetic and harmonic aggregation
operators, power aggregation operators etc. can be developed in the follow up works. Moreover, linguistic hesitant
complex interval neutrosophic set can be another possible study in this regard. The proposed framework can be
VOLUME 7, 2019
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embedded in soft set to develop linguistic complex interval
neutrosophic set.
APPENDIX

This section reviews some basic notions and definitions
of neutrosophic set, single-value neutrosophic set, intervalvalued complex neutrosophic set and single-valued neutrosophic linguistic variable as follows [1], [9], [10], [13]:
Let U be a universe of discourse and a set N ⊂ U, such that
N = {x(TA (x), IA (x), FA (x)), x ∈ U},
where TA (x), IA (x), FA (x) ⊆ [0, 1] are real subsets, for all
x ∈ U, is called a neutrosophic set (NS)
If TA (x), IA (x), FA (x) ∈ [0,1] are real (crisp) numbers, for
all x ∈ U, then N is called a single-valued neutrosophic set
(SVNS).
If TA (x), IA (x), FA (x) ⊆ [0, 1] are real intervals, for all
x ∈ U, then N is called a interval-valued neutrosophic set
(IVNS).
If CN = {x(T1A (x)e^ (jT 2A (x)), I1A (x)e^ (jI 2A (x)),
F1A (x)e^ (jF 2A (x)), x ∈ U }, where T1A (x), T2A (x),
I1A (x), I2A (x), F1A (x), F2A ⊆ [0, 1] are real subsets, for all
x ∈ U, then CN is called a complex neutrosophic set (CNS).
If T1A (x), T2A (x), I1A (x), I2A (x), F1A (x), F2A ∈ [0, 1] are
real (crisp) numbers, for all x ∈ U, then CN is called a singlevalued complex neutrosophic set (SVCNS).
If T1A (x), T2A (x), I1A (x), I2A (x), F1A (x), F2A ⊂ [0, 1] are
real intervals, for all x ∈ U, then CN is called a intervalvalued complex neutrosophic set (IVCNS).
Let U be a universe of discourse and S = {s1 , s2 , . . . , sn }
be a set of labels. A single-valuedlinguistic variable (L) with
respect to the attribute A is defined as:
L: U → S, L(x) = sx ∈ {s1 , s2 , . . . , sn }.
A single-valuedneutrosophic linguistic variable (NL) with
respect to the attribute A is defined as:
NL: U → S3 , NL (x) = (tx , ix , fx ),
where tx , ix , fx ∈ {s1 , s2 , . . . , sn },
and tx represents the positive degree of the element x with
respect to the attribute A, ix represents the indeterminate
degree of the element x with respect to the attribute A, while
fx represents the false degree of the element x with respect to
the attribute A.
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